
WHO WE ARE

Baker Point Solar Farm has 
provided us the opportunity to 
generate affordable energy and 
tax dollars for the school our 
grandkids attend.
GLEN & REBECCA EAVES, MD Landowner Partner

“
Our mission is to deliver 
practical renewable energy 
projects and make clean 
energy the number one 
electricity choice for 
consumers and utilities. 

We develop, own, and operate renewable energy projects 
across the United States. We work to make clean energy 
the most competitive choice for consumers and utilities by 
delivering best in class community and utility-scale solar 
energy projects. We are an independent, privately held 
company operated by individuals who are committed to 
earning your trust.

REL ATIONSHIPS
Strong relationships do not happen overnight. 
We work over long time horizons to build 
relationships based on trust, commitment, 
and shared responsibility.  

RESPECT
We are deeply aware of our responsibility 
towards both the land and the landowner.  
Preserving the landscape and reducing visual 
impacts are key components to shared success.

L AND PRESERVATION
We care about what happens to the land during 
solar project operations and at the end of its 
lifespan. We begin with the end in mind and 
ensure operations and decommissioning are 
as simple as possible.



OUR FOOTPRINT

2003 WESTERN AVE, SUITE 225, SEAT TLE, WA 98121

Learn more at: ONEENERGYRENEWABLES.COM

Cambridge Solar Farm is 
going to give us a steady 
and reliable source of income 
that will help us continue 
to operate as a farm.
MARK ADAMS, MD Landowner Partner

OneEnergy develops some of the highest quality solar projects across the United 
States. We work together to bring high-quality pollinator-friendly solar energy 
projects online, supported by companies that are leaders in corporate sustainability.
BRIAN KILLKELLEY, Director Supply Origination, Native Energy

“

We take environmental sustainability and land preservation 
seriously and work to minimize impermeable surfaces and 
visual impacts. We work collaboratively with landowners 
and local communities to ensure smooth permitting, 
entitlement, and interconnection processes. Once a solar 
project is in operation, landowners can expect significant 
benefits. Solar farms bring economic advantages while 

also providing a source of energy that’s environmentally 
sustainable. We are also experienced with and committed 
to land preservation by expanding pollinator habitat and 
sheep grazing at our projects when possible. At the end of a 
solar project’s lifecycle, the land will be undamaged and can 
resume its previous uses such as agriculture and grazing.

“
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